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2KW Bar and Restaurant 

"Premium Rooftop Resto Bar"

2KW Bar and Restaurant is an exciting concept restaurant and bar,

located on the top floor of the Westpac building on a corner of King

William Street. After opening in early 2015, this restaurant has quickly

established itself as one of the best high-end CBD bars with a view in

Adelaide, offering guests outdoor and indoor dining options along with

open access to the outdoor bar and garden. This modern restaurant and

bar is located at the heart of the city's precinct appealing to corporate

crowds.

 +61 8 8212 5511  www.2kwbar.com.au/  2 King William Street, Adelaide SA
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Jolleys Boathouse 

"Award Winning Cuisine"

A host of awards and a lovely setting on the bank of River Torrens, make

this restaurant a most attractive proposition for a long lunch or sunset

dinner. With wood floors, white linen and large windows, Jolleys exudes

class. The superb modern Australian menu changes seasonally although

duck dishes remain popular. The desserts are luscious and an excellent

wine list promotes South Australian wines, including reserves.

 +61 8 8223 2891  www.jolleysboathouse.co

m/

 management@jolleysboath

ouse.com

 1 Jolleys Lane, Adelaide SA
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The Red Ochre 

"Bush Tucker Best"

Red Ochre has long been recognized for its innovative treatment of native

produce and has been one of the prime restaurants to experiment with

bush herbs and fruits. The food here is fresh and the creations are

contemporary, with a unique approach to flavoring and seasoning. If you

are lucky the succulent and tender Wagyu beef will be on the menu, or

perhaps the sweet and sought-after freshwater marron. The venue is a

delight, overlooking Torrens Lake.

 +61 8 8211 8555  redochrebarrelandgrill.co

m.au/

 info@redochrebarrelandgri

ll.com.au

 War Memorial Drive,

Adelaide SA
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Windy Point Restaurant and Café 

"Unsurpassed Views and Good Food"

Ideally located on one of the premier sites for viewing the city of Adelaide

spread below, this silver-service restaurant boasts fine dining and an

excellent wine list. Windy Point has long been the location for Adelaide

lovers to spend time together enjoying the spectacular views and now

they can do so in style through the panoramic glass windows. The

classically elegant restaurant takes full advantage of the location and

offers a modern French-inspired menu for the romantically inclined.
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 +61 8 8278 8255  windypoint.com.au/  info@windypoint.com.au  Belair Road, Windy Point

Lookout, Adelaide SA
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Scenic Restaurant 

"Panoramic Views"

Perched atop a hillside in a tree-lined corner of the beautiful Adelaide

hills, Scenic Restaurant is one of those incredibly cozy places where you

feel you could stay all day. The rustic balcony offers panoramic views over

Adelaide on fine days and a thick blanket of fog in winter. Choose from

traditional pub fare, from steaks and pasta to fish. Highlights include

kangaroo back strap fillet and King George whiting with Coopers beer

batter. A cleansing Coopers Ale, South Australia's local brew, is the

perfect way to accompany the meal. Check website for opening hours.

 www.scenichotel.com.au/  gday@thescenichotel.com.au  Old Norton Summit Road, Norton

Summit SA
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